Concatenated and Connected Random Forests With Multiscale Patch Driven Active Contour Model for Automated Brain Tumor Segmentation of MR Images.
Segmentation of brain tumors from magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) data sets is of great importance for improved diagnosis, growth rate prediction, and treatment planning. However, automating this process is challenging due to the presence of severe partial volume effect and considerable variability in tumor structures, as well as imaging conditions, especially for the gliomas. In this paper, we introduce a new methodology that combines random forests and active contour model for the automated segmentation of the gliomas from multimodal volumetric MR images. Specifically, we employ a feature representations learning strategy to effectively explore both local and contextual information from multimodal images for tissue segmentation by using modality specific random forests as the feature learning kernels. Different levels of the structural information is subsequently integrated into concatenated and connected random forests for gliomas structure inferring. Finally, a novel multiscale patch driven active contour model is exploited to refine the inferred structure by taking advantage of sparse representation techniques. Results reported on public benchmarks reveal that our architecture achieves competitive accuracy compared to the state-of-the-art brain tumor segmentation methods while being computationally efficient.